GUIDED
WALKING
HOLIDAYS

Why Walk With Us?
When you venture into the Tasmanian Wilderness with
Tasmanian Hikes you will be lead by guides who have the
local knowledge and expertise to make your walk a safe
and exceptional wilderness experience.
To match our guides passion and knowledge of
Tasmania, their culinary skills are beyond your
expectations. All meals are made predominantly with
fresh ingredients where we can.
Our itineraries are well researched and we give you the
flexibility to either - do all the “side trips” on each walk or
you can take it more leisurely and stick to the main track.
With 10 years of experience, guiding walks in Tasmania,
Tasmanian Hikes are equipped to organize the logistics
of multiday walks and are prepared for any eventuality in
remote areas.
We invite you to visit our website to look at the suitability
of the walks that we offer.

Here’s What Our
Customers Say
“Here’s to the trip of a lifetime! Our guides went the
extra mile to make the trip an unforgettable one – as did
the weather and local inhabitants” – Maria Island, The
Stewart Family - Darwin
“Brilliant trip! Fantastic experience. Our guides were
true professionals and made it a forever to remember
walk” – Overland Track, Steve - California

Ph: 0400 882 742
info@tasmanianhikes.com.au
www.tasmanianhikes.com.au

OUR WALKS
Maria Island Guided Walk
This 4day walk will immerse you in the rich convict
history and breathtaking scenery. You’ll experience close
encounters with the amazing wildlife and enjoy fine
Tasmanian food and wines.

All walks depart October through to May.
Please visit our website
www.tasmanianhikes.com.au for
departure dates and detailed information

4 Days from $1650
Grade: Easy / Med – Supported Walk

Overland Track

This walk is a true wilderness escape and a physically
challenging trek. Walk along remote beaches and through
temperate coastal rainforests.
Spectacular coastal vistas will inspire and amaze.

The Overland Track from Cradle Mountain to Lake
St Clair is Tasmania’s most iconic walk. It has got it
all, stunning mountains, alpine lakes, rainforests and
spectacular waterfalls. You’ll be inspired.

9 Days from $2395
Grade: Hard – Full Pack Walk

TASMANIA

Lake Oberon sits atop the Western Arthur Range of South
West Tasmania and it is a special place that is hard to
forget. You and fellow walkers will discover spectacular
hanging lakes, rugged peaks and have stunning mountain
views.

Walls of Jerusalem

6 Days from $1750
Grade Med – Full Pack Walk

Kappa Moraine Circuit

7 Days from $2150
Grade Hard – Full Pack Walk

6 Days from $1950
Grade Med – Assisted / 11 kg Packs

Commonly referred to as the “Walls” it is an alpine
wilderness made up of mountain tarns, lakes and
dominant peaks. This part of Tasmania is known as the
Central Plateau. You’ll be amazed by the grandeur of
the dolerite peaks, the serene mountain tarns and the
unique alpine vegetation that the park offers.

6 Days from $1895
Grade: Hard – Full Pack Walk

This amazing hike takes in the best of the Western Arthur
Range without have to do the full traverse. Physically
challenging, this is one of Australia’s most stunning ridge
walks.

The Southern Ranges of Tasmania have a vibrant
landscape consisting of highland plains and sweeping
ridges. Beautiful vistas of the Southern Ocean and
coastline are gained from many of the peaks on this
walk.
6 Days from $1750
Grade Med/Hard – Full Pack Walk

South Coast Track

Lake Oberon Explorer

Moonlight Ridge

Mt Field Explorer
Frenchman’s Cap
Explore the magnificent white quartzite dome of
Frenchman’s Cap. From its summit you can see most of
Tasmania’s many peaks. Be challenged and rewarded on
this 5 day adventure.
5 Days from $1795
Grade Med – Full Pack Walk

From our Lodge based near New Norfolk, we take a
short drive each day to walk in amazing locations such
as Russell Falls, The Tarn Shelf and the Styx Valley,
home to some of the tallest trees in the world.
3 days from $1200.00
Grade Med - Supported Walk [no packs]

